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[…] Although shorter, the four-part interpretation of Kocher’s title composition offers a 
greater variety of sonic nuances. Throughout the idea strives to unite the more formalized 
buzzes of the strings, piano and electronic wave forms with the acoustic impulses of 
Stephen Menott’s trombone that include plunger tones and frog like flatulence, harpist 
Manon Pierrehumbert’s stretched glissandi and Christian Wolfarth’s thundering 
percussion. Only by “Part III” are Jacques Demierre’s icy singular keyboard plinks and 
decisive inner piano-string strumming able to help orient the piece past concentrated 
vibrations to ascending and descending individual motifs. Finally the piece confirms its 
unique definition as plunger trombone tones, comely harp strokes and drum rattles are 
outlined in front of torqued string glissandi. 

Alluring in performance “Tautologos III” still depends on a simple idea: the different motifs 
are established and then recapitulated at greater or lesser lengths and loudness during the
29½-minute composition. Although Kocher’s accordion trebles ae more prominent, they’re 
just one part of the composition. Other sections judder to play up contrasts between 
precise orchestral-like timbres and freer ones that could come from a marching band 
playing cartoon background sounds. Including the accordionist’s sometime default to 
French-café like squeezes, whining fiddle stretches from Estelle Beiner and cymbals slaps,
drum paradiddles and tick-tock time-keeping from Wolfarth, the acoustic tones share 
space with snatches of sampled voices talking, yodeling and hiccupping plus shaking 
electronic oscillations. Once established that variants of the thematical material will be 
heard repeatedly, significance lies in how unexpected percussion explosions, singular 
violin plucks, accordion tremolos, plunger brass lines and truculent piano chording will alter
the sequences before the theme is again heard. A coda of harp glissandi, sampled vocal 
yells and piano chording moves the exposition downwards to a satisfying conclusion. 
While neither ensemble can be faulted for sympathetic performances, on examination it 
appears that the most notable tracks are those composed by the band leaders 
themselves. Ken Waxman, Jazz Word, 01.01.2022

True story now! The room above where I listen daily to the difficult music that inhabits 
these pages is occupied for the time being (it is a sort of transitional place where nobody 
stays for very long), but someone who plays the clarinet, so now and then there are 
rehearsals. One started just after  I started to play this particular release, a work of 
composition and meeting improvisation and composition. They perform a four-part work by
Jonas Kocher and 'Tautologos III' by Luc Ferrari. I had to stop and return another time, as I
sometimes wasn't sure what I was hearing; the CD or my neighbour's exercise? I could try 
and drown out the sound, but that is not my idea of listening to music, nor listening with 
headphones. The -bRt- Group For Music Creation consists of Gaudenz Badrutt (live 
electronics), Estelle Beiner (violin), Jacques Demierre (piano), Stephen Menotti 
(trombone), Manon Pierrehumbert (harp) and Christian Wolfarth
(percussion). Composer Jonas Kocher plays the accordion on the Ferrari piece. The 
booklet talks about the practice of graphic scores in three languages, but I wouldn't have 
minded seeing these scores. As I noted before, graphic scores are mere indications for 
directions or instructions for use. At the same time, it makes life for a reviewer, not easier. 
Is the score followed? Does the ensemble take too much liberty? In all fairness, I would 
think this kind of music is more straightforward defined as improvised music. Kocher's four 
pieces are all five minutes and nine seconds and are gentle explorations of the 



instruments and in which the electronic component plays an important role.  The music is 
intense, mellow, dense and open; sometimes all of that in the proximity of each other. In 
Ferrari's piece, there is quite some room for radio sounds, and each player repeats his 
part at whatever chosen time frame so that it never overlaps in the same way because the 
player doesn't know about the other players. It also means that there is quite a bit of room 
for silence, which adds to the intensity of the music. The ensemble adds a recording of 
Ferrari's taped version of 1969, with its voice material, adding an interesting additional 
layer to the music. Altogether this is some intense sparkling music, with some excellent 
interaction between the individual players. (FdW) Vital Weekly 1311

Jazz N’More, Thomas Meyer
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